An integrated system for reliable, sustainable power
MGS100 Three Phase energy mix solution

For village electrification, small and medium industrial facilities

Reasons you can count on the MGS-100

1. Multiple operating mode
   - Supports off-grid & On-grid application

2. Integrated solution
   - All in one inclusive solutions

3. Reliable electricity access
   - Seamlessly, can operate with multiple sources: DG-Solar-Grid-Battery

4. Quick & safe installation
   - Customizable Plug & Play Solution
   - All input & output protection are embedded

5. Easy scalable solution
   - Capacity of Solar/Load can be increased by adding more inverters in parallel

6. Monitor anywhere, anytime
   - System data can be monitored locally & remotely via connection to cloud platform

For extremely efficient microgrid solar solutions, count on us.

Contact your local ABB sales rep to find out more
new.abb.com/microgrid-solutions